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Happy Holidays MMKC, 

Traditionally we have had a Pot Luck for 
our December meeting.  This year we not 
only didn’t have food, we had to make do 
with “virtual” contact with each other.  
This is hard for people who can’t talk to a 
friend without caressing their sleeve and 
whispering “cashmere?” We experience a 
lot through our hands, and as helpful as 
Zoom is, it doesn’t take the place of actual-
ly holding an object or hugging a friend.   

This is why what we do can be so satisfy-
ing.  We take ideas, thoughts and dreams 
and turn them into solid objects.  It’s really 
a kind of alchemy.  Granted the transition 
doesn’t always work and we are left with a 
puddle of tangled yarn-- but when it 
does—it’s magic!  

 

I have a plaque on my studio wall.  It 
says: “I turn strings into things. What’s 
your superpower?” Take some time to 
use your superpower this holiday season 
to make something for a friend, a family 
member, a stranger or yourself.  Then 
enjoy the warm. 

Best Wishes and Happy Holidays to you 
all -- 

Karen 

 

FROM OUR PRESIDENT 

The invitation to dress Snoopy 

came from MSP to the Textile 

Center and then to member 

guilds.  The time frame was 

somewhat short thus the only 

guilds that accepted the chal-

lenge…MMKC & Crochet Twin 

Cities.  The crochet group did 

all the Minnesota themed at-

tachments and the Happy Holi-

days.  With Cindy’s sewing ex-

pertise and a fabric mock-up we 

went to the airport (passing 

through all security) to double 

check the measurements given 

to us.  My idea was to knit and 

sew a sweater onto Snoopy ne-

ver to be used again…no it was 

to be removable and reused!  Aaarrgghh and back to the drawing board.  As you may  
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I’ve been sorting through my mom's machine knitting patterns, organizing her stash from 1979 to the mid 1990s. She 

had great hopes that I’d enjoy machine knitting as much as she did. In her patterns, I found a leaflet for Easy and Elegant 

Lined Slippers by Lezley Grzegorczyk. The weather is turning cold and my floors are drafty; I know I’ll need slippers 

soon. And the author says that they are for beginning knitters. The hitch is that it is written for a bulky machine using 

“4 ply” yarn. There is an adaptation for a standard machine, which is what I have, so I thought I’d give it a go. Besides, 

mom had made notes in the margins, so I expect she tried it too. 

I picked out a cone of yarn in my stash from the Textile Center’s recent garage sale. A nice, Jaeger spun worsted weight 

in my favorite green. I know it’s wool without even testing it, since the first couple lengths had moth damage. I also 

know worsted is heavy for my Brother standard machine. 

I set everything up, pulled out the 39 needles called for in the pattern and began short rowing. I have experimented 

with short rowing before and find that I have to concentrate hard to remember which side of the carriage I’m on when 

either putting needles into hold or putting needles back into work.  Do I work from the end needles to the middle or the 

middle out? Now experienced knitters may not even think about this, but since I do not yet hold an image of the fin-

ished product in my head, I need more information than “first needle in hold opposite the carriage” in order to select 

the correct needle. The directions are very thorough though and eases that confusion for me by describing exactly 

which needle to choose. 

I merrily knit the lining toe, lining heel, cuff, outer heel, outer toe and am instructed to bind off. Something doesn’t look 

right; it is rather short. I scan the pattern again to see if I missed the number of rows that make up the length of the foot. 

(Remember I’m still a beginner).  

  

 

notice, there is a front zipper, but how to get sleeves over those large paws and around Woodstock sitting on 

Snoopy’s shoulder.  The sleeves are open at the top, with hook and eye closure.  In discussing a cowl for Woodstock 

Cindy exclaimed that he had to have a greeting in his own language, thus duplicate stitched exclamation marks.  MSP 

wanted a stocking hat, which quickly became a headband.  A member of the crochet group attempted mittens, but 

had trouble with a thumb!  We all know that dogs don’t have thumbs but still need mittens.  Boot toppers were the 

last of the knitting and last to go on.  Members from both groups met for the initial installation with the airport taking 

over removal and subsequent installations. 

 

And this is the 2020 version – both Snoopy & Woodstock 

following CDC protocol wearing masks! 

Synchronicity—A Meaningful Coincident Story by Linda McShannock 

‘Synchronicity’ continues on Page 3….. 

‘Snoopy’ continued from Page 1….. 
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I take it off the machine, fold and sandwich the lengths to shape it into a - bootie. I 

realize I’ve made an infant sized slipper, not the adult size I was expecting. Time to 

stop for supper. 

Determined to figure it out, I returned to the machine and reread the pattern. 

That’s when it suddenly made sense. The pattern is written for a bulky machine; 

therefore, on my standard machine I need to double the number of needles to get 

the size I expect. (You’re way ahead of me, aren't you.) 

I try again. It’s later in the evening than recommended for expecting the machine 

to cooperate, but I’m determined to figure it out. The slipper with twice as many 

needles is making sense. What doesn’t make sense is why some short rows have 

perfectly formed stitches and some (particularly on the left side of the carriage) 

have big gaping holes. I’m paying close attention to weights, slow movements, 

needle position, lifting the yarn to start. Still those holes. Time to quit and try again in the morning.  

In the morning I plow through, mistakes and all just to get the beast off the machine 

before breakfast. It fits; but those holes and dropped stitches give me pause. After 

breakfast I pulled out some reading material from mom’s knitting magazines to 

clear my head. I chose a 1992 issue of Machine Knitters Source with holiday orna-

ments to knit. Before I even got to the patterns there was an article titled: Using 

Heavier Yarns on Standard Bed Electronic Machines. In the museum world we called 

these moments “artifact ESP”  I’ll read the hints and credit mom for her nudge in 

that direction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With a warm sock, it might just work!           

‘Synchronicity’  continued from Page 2….. 

 Full sized slipper and infant size 
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 “A super, soft garment for baby!” 

Bernat Softee Baby is the yarn I worked with this time 

around. It is100% acrylic and comes in 5 ounce (362 

yards)/140 grams (331 meters) skeins. It comes in 3 marled 

and 7 solid pastel colors. I highly recommend winding the 

yarn before you begin knitting with it. For this sweater I 

used the Petunia color (thank you Jane!) and knit it on my 

LK-150 midgauge machine at Tension 3. My gauge was 6.5 

stitches and 8.5 rows to the inch. The yarn knit very smooth-

ly through the machine. Once washed it was nice and soft to 

the touch. I was able to knit the sweater and a hat with some 

yarn left over. 

Yarn Review With Maria Ann 

Highlights From Recent Meetings 

In this section, some of our very talented members share photos, patterns, and sources. 

Created by Maria Ann 

Left: 

Blanket “Waves” from Dawn Oertel 

Slipper Socks are from “Animal Slipper Socks” (3 pattern sets) by 

Joyce Bani; shown are “Fish” (Set 1) and “Lamb” (Set 2) 

Below: 

Snowman and Sweater from “Christmas Keepsakes” by Glenda 

Overman 

‘Highlights’ continues on Page 5….. 
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‘Highlights’  continued from Page 4….. 

Here are some more “Highlights”; you’ll find the patterns on our MMKC website as .pdfs to 

download. 

Gnome Ornament 

by MariaAnn Youngs 

Gift Card Stocking Holder 

by Jane Niemi 

Mock Rib Cuff and Hat for Baby 

by MariaAnn Youngs 

Note from Editor: 

During the December Zoom Knit-in I mentioned reading an article in 

the Fall 2020 Minnesota History magazine , where I came across a ref-

erence to machine knitting.  The story is ‘The “Antis”; Minnesota Wom-

en Opposed to Female Suffrage’, by Hannah Dyson (find it online here: 

https://collections.mnhs.org/MNHistoryMagazine/articles/67/

v67i03p163-168.pdf).  I’d never before realized how many “modern”, 

socially-progressive women were opposed to the vote! 

The article begins with Lavinia Gilfillan (1862-1937), a well-off, college 

educated “anti” suffragette who involved herself in many civic reform 

movements.  In the last part of the story we learn that in 1917 Gilfillan 

became “head of the machine knitting division of Minneapolis Chap-

ter of the Red Cross”, producing socks and other clothing for soldiers 

abroad.” 

While looking for more info on the MNHS website I came across a fun 

photo of women operating a circular sock machine and a bandage roll-

er.  You can find it here: http://education.mnhs.org/portal/operating

-bandage-roller-and-knitting-machine (I wasn’t able to get permission 

in time to use it for this issue). 

This kind of information makes me appreciate anew the dedication of 

folks who spend their careers preserving history and making it availa-

ble to us.  Special kudos to our member, Linda M.  


